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INTRODUCTION 
In this article we investigate a class of parabolic-type equations whose 
coefficients might be singular at the initial time. A typical example is given by 
the heat operator perturbed in the following way 
where h is a bounded function and ,8 is a strictly positive function on (0, T], 
which may vanish or become infinite at t = 0. We find more convenient to 
study instead of Q, the operator P = tQ which is “Fuchsian” in the t variable 
according to [4]. 
At first, in a Hilbert space framework (as in [2, 6] . ..). we study on (0, T) an 
abstract equation of the form 
Pu = tu’ + B(t)u = f 
where B is an unbounded coercive operator for t E (0, T] with rather weak 
assumptions as t - 0 (see precise conditions in Section 1). 
In Section 1 we give an existence and uniqueness theorem which is proved in 
Section 2 by means of a priori estimates. 
In Sections 3 and 4 space and time regularity, as well as mixed regularity 
are proved under more assumptions on B. Corollaries give solvability results for 
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Pin spaces of Cm functions. As an example, we interpret these results on a simple 
singular parabolic equation. 
It should be noted that several authors investigated “singular” parabolic 
and abstract equations (see [2, 3, 5, 7], as well as their references). To our 
knowledge, the type of singularities we allow here cannot be covered by any 
previous work. General study of degenerate parabolic-elliptic equations (see [5] 
for example) does not give sharp results as obtained in this case. 
Finally, we mention a recent related independent work for hyperbolic Fuchsian 
operators [ 11. 
The present work started when the first author was visiting Purdue University 
in 1973 and a partial preliminary announcement (in a different form) was given 
at Goulaouic-Schwartz Seminar at Ecole Polytechnique in Paris in the same year. 
1. NOTATIONS. EXXSTENCE AND UNIQUENESS RESULTS 
Let V and H be two Hilbert spaces satisfying the topological embedding 
V C H. We assume that V is dense in H. We identify H with its antidual and we 
denote by V* the antidual of V, hence we get the embeddings 
VC HC V*. (1.1) 
We denote by II II, I 0 and II II*, respectively the norms in V, H, and VT*. The 
scalar product in H and the antiduality between V* and V are denoted by ( , ). 
Let T be a positive real number (T E R, = (0, co)); we set 
I = (0, T]. (1.2) 
For 1 < p < + co, D(I) is the usual Lebesgue space; D(1, camp) is the 
subspace of D(l) consisting of functions with compact support in I (note that I 
is open at 0 and closed at T). We denote by LP(l, lot) the space of measurable 
functions defined on I, such that their pth power is integrable on any compact 
set of I. We extend, in the usual way, the preceding notations to p = +OO, 
to vector-valued functions and to weighted spaces. (For example, if OL is a function 
defined on I, L,*(l) = {w I m ELP(I)}.) 
If E and F are two Banach spaces, we denote by Y(E, F) the space of continuous 
linear maps from E into F. 
We assume that the following functions are given: 
B ELcyI, lot; 9( v, v*)), 
/?:I-R+ with (1 I/?) E L-(1, lot), 
and satisfy 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
There is h E R such that for every n E V the following holds a.e. in I 
Re(B(W 4 + X I 21 !’ 2 B(t) II v 11’. (1.5) 
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We set 
V = {w j er 6L2(I, lot; I’) A L2(l; H), Re(Bo, V) EL’(~)}, 
and for v E V 
(1.6) 
// v 11~ = (jo’ [Re(Bo, w) + (A + 1) 1 a I21 &)1’2. 
The following proposition will be proved in the next section. 
(1.7) 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The space 9’” defined by (1.6) and equipped with the norm 
dejned by (1.7) is a Hilbert space. One has the following embeddings 
L2(I, camp; V) C V CL2(1, lot; V) n Ls(l; H), (1.8) 
v-* CL2(I, lot; V*), (1.9) 
the space L2(I; H) being identified with its antidual. 
If B has a suitable decomposition, ?c/‘ and V”* become weighted L2 spaces; 
more precisely let us assume that the following functions are given 
WI-+ R, with a, 1 /a E LW(I, lot), (1 .lO) 
A qg(I; =qv V”)), (1.11) 
A E Lm(I; Z(H, H)), (1.12) 
and satisfy 
For every v E I’ and a.e. on I Re(A(t)w, V) 3 2(t) // v 1/s. (1.13) 
If we set 
B(t) = 4) + A(t) and /3 = 012, (1.14) 
conditions (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5) are satisfied and we have, in this particular case, 
V = L:(I; V) n L2(1; H), Y-* = L2(I; H) + L;,,(I; V”). (1.15) 
In addition, if 
ess lim inf a(t) > 0 
t-,0+ 
(1.16) 
then 
v- = L,2(1; V), -tr* = LQI; v*>. (1.17) 
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We go back now to the general case, that is to say that we only assume (1.3), 
(1.4), and (1.5). We need one more assumption 
B E qv, v*>. (1.18) 
Note that (1.18) is automatically satisfied in B has the special decomposition 
(1.14). 
It is easy to check (we leave it to the reader) that, assuming (1.3), (1.4), and 
(1 S), condition (1.18) is equivalent to condition (1.18’) 
There exist two real numbers C, and C, such that for every u 
and every v in V, and a.e. in I, the following holds: (1.18’) 
l(B(t)u, v)l < Cl{Re(B(t)u, 4 + R@O)v, v) + C2 I u I2 + C2 I v I”>. 
Under assumptions (1.3) (1.4), and (1.5), it is not difficult to see that (1.18’) 
(and hence (1.18)) is satisfied if B(t) is self-adjoint as operator from V into Y*, 
for almost every t E I. 
We will need more notations. For /-L E R’ we set 
llf IIwu = (II WI> + II tf’ lEruY2. 
For t E I we define 
PO(t) = sup& 1 CL E R, Re(B(t)v, v) - (P + Q) I v I2 3 0 Vv E V} (1.20) 
and 
p0 = es,sJirn inf PO(t). (1.21) 
It follows from (1.5) that 
PO E [--A - 43 +a1. (1.22) 
We are ready now to state the following existence and uniqueness result. 
THEOREM 1.1. Under conditions (1.3), (1.4), (1.5), and (1.18), and for ewery 
p E (- co, po), the operator dejined by 
u ti tu’ + Bu 
is an isomorphism from WG onto .Tu . 
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Note that under assumptions (l.lO), (l.ll), (1.12), and (1.13) (B being 
defined by (1.14)) we have ,uO = + co, if and only if 
ess lim a(t) = +co; 
t-so+ 
on the other hand, if ess. lim,,,+ a(t) = 0, then we have 
p0 = ess lim inf pa 
hoc 
with (1.23) 
v,,(t) = sup{p I p E Iw; Re(A(t)u, U) - (y + 4) 1 u I2 > 0, Vu E H). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
In order to prove Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 1.1, we need several lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. Under assumptions (1.3) (1.4) and (1.5) the set -tr defined by 
on 1 one has 
(1.6) is a vector space. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that for u, ZI E I’ and a.e. 
I ReiPW, 4 + (WV, 411 
< R@(t)u, 4 + Re(JQ)v, 4 + 2 I X 
which follows, by means of (I S), from the estimate 
ReW(t)u, v) + (Wv, 41 
= ReKWu, 4 + Wh 4 - (B(t)@ - 4, (u - 4)l 
< W(W)u, 4 + (Wv, ~11 + h I u - v I*, 
and the same estimate with -v instead of v. 
For TV, y E (w and u, v E V we set 
Q.E.D. 
(u, A,, = .,’ [(h v) + (Bv, 4 + (2yt - 2~ - I)@, v)] dt. (2.1) 
(Making use of Lemma 2.1 it is easy to see that (Bu, v) + (Ku) ELI(~), since 
we can write 
(Bu, v) + (G) = Re(B(u + v), u + v) + i Re(B(u + iv), u + iv) 
- (1 + i) Re(Bu, u) - (1 + i) Re(Bv, v)). 
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We denote by E the following subset of UP: 
E = NV, r> I (CL, r> E R2, 3~ > 0: (u, 4,,, b E II u ll;sf,;H, vu E VI. (2.2) 
E is not empty since (--A - 4, 0) E E, and we have 
(UP 4-n-(al2).0 = 2 II 11 Ilf for every u E V. (2.3) 
LEMMA 2.2. For (P, Y) E E, ( > ),., is a scalar product dejned in Y. The 
space V equipped with this scalar product is a Hilbert space whose topology is 
independent of (p, y) E E. 
Proof. From the definition of E (2.2), we see that 11 u (jU,+ = (u, u)$ is a 
norm in V, for (p, r) E E, we also see that the convergence with respect to this 
norm implies the convergence in Ls(1; 23). Let {Q} be a Cauchy sequence 
in V with respect to the norm 11 lI,,V; we have, thanks to (1.5) 
< 2 or {Re (B(Q - G), 0, - G) + h I s - vu, I21 dt s 
< II v, - v, II:,, + s’(2h - 2rt + 2~ + 1) I vn - 0, I2 dt> 
0 
which proves that {OS is convergent in L$(I; V); let v EL&!z(I; V) n L2(1; H) 
be its limit. We have to show that e, E Y. 
By extracting a subsequence from {w,} if necessary, we can assume that 
vn(t) -+ w(t) in V a.e. on I; therefore we have for almost every t E I 
RWt) v(t), W) + h I W>12 
= ;z WW) s(t), 49) + h I dt)12h 
and since we have nonnegative functions (1.5) we get by the Fatou theorem 
2 lr{Re(I?w, V) + h I v 1”) dt 
0 
< lim,inf 2 /r {Re(Bo, , v,) + h I PI, I”} dt 
0 
4 liF+“f 111 w,, II:., + !‘@A - 2yt + 2~ + 1) I G I2 dt/ -=c ~0; 
0 
since ( w I2 EP(I), it follows from .the preceding estimate that w E V. 
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We can show, by means of a similar argument that 
I/ vu, - v II w.y < liE+hnf II v, - v, IL for every n E N. 
Therefore, for &, y) E E, V equipped with jj IIU+v is a Hilbert space. 
If (P, Y), (p’, Y’) E E we have 
II u IIL < II u II:., + 2(l Y - Y’ I T + I P - I*’ I) II u 11&, 
and hence 
II u IIL, < c II u II:,, 
with 
where E is given in (2.2). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.3. One has the following embeddings with dense images 
L2(1, camp; V) C F C L2(1, lot; V), 
P(1, camp; V*) C V* CL2(1, lot; V*). 
Furthermore, for any v* E V* and any v E V one has 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(v*(t), v(t)) E-q4 and I 
’ (v*, v) dt = <v*, v)~,~~ . (2.6) 
0 
Proof. Embeddings (2.4) are straightforward. If u is in V we set: u*(t) = u(t) 
for t E [l/n, T] and un(t) = 0 for t E (0, 1 in); it is easy to see that 
u, eL2(I, camp; V) and lim u, = u in V, which proves the density of the first 
inclusion. Embeddings (2.5) (and density) follow from (2.4) by a duality 
argument. 
It only remains to prove (2.6). Let v* E V* and v E V, we define 
u(t) = (v*(t), v(t)) ibJ*w, VW v(t) 
(u(t) being zero if (v*(t), v(t)) = 0). It is easy to see that u E VT; let u, be defined 
as above, we have 
j-:, I@‘*(t), v(t))l dt = IITn (v*(t)> u(t)) dt = <v*, GYW 
which converges to (v*, u)+~+,- as n + co, and therefore (v*, v) EG(I). The 
rest of the proof of (2.6) follows by a limiting argument. 
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Proposition 1.1 is a consequence of Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. 
In order to prove Theorem 1 .l we need more lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.4. For every p E (- XI, pJ, there is yU E Iw such that (p, y,) E E. 
Proof. Let p be in (-co, pa). We choose ,G E (CL, &; by making use of (1.20) 
and (1.21) (definition of PO), we can find t G (0, T) such that 
POW 2 F a.e. on (0, t), 
and hence, for every et E V and a.e. on (0, t), we have 
Re(B(t)v, 4 - (II + B) I TJ 1’ > c;i - p) I v 1’. 
Now, we can choose 3/u E [w satisfying 
r,f - (CL + g> 3 h + (p - CL), 
we have indeed (by means of (1 S)) for every v E V and a.e. in I 
Re(B(t)v v> + (yd - P - i) I ~1 I2 b (P - P) I * 12. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let p and y be two real numbers and u E 08, one has 
(e-2vt t2&+l / u(t)12)’ 
= 2 Re e-2yt @(tu’, U) + (2~ + 1 - 2yt) e--2Yt t2U [ u(t))j” (2.7) 
(in the distributions sense on (0, T)), 
(e-2yt t2u+1 ) u(t)12)’ ELI(I), (24 
(t ++ e-Yt p+‘1/2) u( t >> E CO([O, TIP fq, (2.9) 
vanishing at t = 0. 
Proof. For every l E (0, T) we have 
u I (e.T) EL~((~, T); 0 
u’ l(e,z-) EL~((,, T); Y*>, 
therefore ZJ E C”(I; H) and (2.7) follows easily. By means of (2.7), Lemma 2.3, 
and the definition of q& and S’,, , we easily get (2.8). 
In order to prove (2.9), it remains only to show that 
lim t2u+1 j u(t)12 = 0, 
t-of 
which follows from (2.8) and the fact that t2p j u(t)12 ill. Q.E.D. 
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It will be convenient to define P by 
P = t(d/dt) + B. (2.10) 
It follows from the definitions of wU and 9,, that for every p E Iw, we have 
p E =qK ,S,). (2.11) 
We also have 
LEMMA 2.6. For any p E R one has 
P(I, camp; V*) C P(WJ. 
Proof. Let f  be an element of L2(1, camp; I’*) and E > 0 such that 
SUPPfC [c q. 
We solve the Cauchy problem 
tv’(t) + B(t) v(t) = f(t) for t E (e/2, T), 
v(e/2) = 0. 
It is well known (see [6] for example) that this problem has a (unique) solution 
cu EL~((E/~, T); V) with n’ EL~((E/~, T); I’*) and v(t) E 0 for t E [c/2, ~1. If we set 
u(t) == z(t) for t E (~/2, T) and u(t) = 0 for t E (0, e/2) we get a desired solution 
ugwU and Pu =f. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1 .I. It follows from Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.6 that 
P(WJ is dense in Z,, . In order to prove Theorem 1.1, it suffices to show the 
a priori estimate 
For every p < p,, there is C, E [w such that for every u E wU one has 
II u lIwu < c, I/ pu 113,‘ . 
(2.12) 
Let u be in wU (CL < CL,,  p is fixed), we set 
tu’ + Bu =: f. (2.13) 
Let y = yU be the real number given by Lemma 2.4 ((CL, y) E E). Since tu’, Bu, 
and f are in Lz(I, lot; V*) we can multiply (duality between I’* and V), for 
almost every t E: I, both sides of (2.13) by 2e-2Yt t2uu(t). By taking real parts and 
making use of (2.7) we get 
(eczyt W1 1 u(t)12)’ + 2 Re(Be-Yt tuu, e-Yttpu) + (2rt - 2p - 1) 1 e-Yt tuu /2 
--:- 2 Re(e-Yt tuf, e-vt PU). 
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Integrating over I and making use of (2.9) and (2.6) we obtain 
)I P%“u II:,, < 2 Re(e-‘?“, e%‘u)yrX~ . (2.14) 
It follows easily from (2.14), by making use of Lemma 2.2 and the fact that 
eyt and e-Y* are multipliers of Y and +‘- *, that there exists C E R, independent 
of U, such that 
II tpu lb- G c Ilfllzr u’ (2.15) 
We have, on the other hand, thanks to (1.18) 
II tu’ l/z?u = )I twi /I+ = 11 tuf’u - tuBu /I+ 
< II t”Pu Ilr* + II Bt”u llv* < II t”Pu llr* + G II vu lIv* 
(C, is independent of u). Hence, using (2.15), we get 
(2.16) 
Estimate (2. I 1) follows readily from (2.14) and (2.15), which completes the proof 
of Theorem 1.1. 
3. SOME REGULARITY RESULTS 
We denote by J” the duality operator between V and V*, J being the positive 
square root of Jz. For 6 E R, , we denote by V, the domain of J” in H, and we set 
Va = Hand V, = na)o V,. 
For6ER,8<OwedefineV8by 
We have, in particular 
v, = (v-8)*. 
v, = v, v-1 = v*, 
For 6 E Iw we define 
9$ = {U EP(I, lot; V,) n P(l; V&J, Re(BJs-lu, Jb-lu) EJY(I)}. 
Note that J”-l is an isomorphism between Y8 and Y (Y1 = Y). The norm of Y8 
is defined by 
II u llvs = II I”-‘u IIY * 
For p E IX and 6 E R, we similarly define 
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We need here more regularity for the operator B. For some 6 > 
B EL~(I, lot; P(V, , I’,-,)), 
B E 9’(J1-sV, J1-V*), 
for every E > 0 there is C(E) such that 
for every u E VS the following inequality holds: 
IIP, GJ Ilr* d c II u llvs + C(E) I/ * llv . 
([J6-l, B] is the commutator Js-lB - BJ8-‘.) 
We have 
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1, we assume 
(3.1)8 
(3.2)8 
(3.3)s 
THEOREM 3.1. Under assumptions (1.3), (1.4), (1.5), (1.18), (3.1), , (3.2),, 
(3.3)6, the operator P defined by (2.10) is an isomorphism between Wu,8 and Zu,& 
for ee IJ < PO. 
Proof. It follows from (3.2)6 and from the definition of the spaces involved 
that P E U(Wu,, , 9“,,,B). At first we prove an a priori estimate similar to (2.12). 
Let u be in -W,,, (p < pa fixed), we set 
tu’ + Bu = Pu = f. (3.4) 
As in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we “multiply” both sides of (3.4) by 
2tzu e-2ytJ2a-% (where y is chosen such that (II, y) E E). By taking real parts we 
get (as in the proof of Theorem 1.1) 
(e-2vtt2u+' / J"-lu 12)' 
+ 2 Re(Be-yttuJ8-k, e-YttuJ8-1u) + (2rt - 2~ - 1) / e-WJ*-lu I2 
= 2 Re(e-+Js-‘f, e-+‘J6%) + 2 Re([B, J8-l] e-Wu, e-vttuJ6-1u). 
Integrating and making use of (3.3)8 we get, with C independent of u 
II t”?J ll”r* G C(llf II SW,8 + II tw’u b)Y 
and thanks to (2.12) we obtain with a different C 
II ml l\r8 G c llfllz”,* . 
As in the proof of Theorem 1.1 and by using (3.2), , we get a similar estimate for 
tu’; finally, with a different C, we have for every II E wU,6 
(3.5) 
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In order to prove Theorem 3.1, it only remains to show that P(W”,,) is dense 
in ZUe6. In fact, we will show that 
L2(I, camp; J1-sY*) C P(%&). (3.6) 
Let f be in L2(1, camp; J1-“V*), we know that the solution u in WU of Pu = f 
has a compact support in I (see the proof of Lemma (2.6), we shall prove that 
u 6 Wu,8 * 
Let q > 0 be such that supp II C (r], 7’1, it suffices to show that 
u EL2((% T); V8). 
On [v, TJ, the problem Pu = f is nonsingular and can be written 
(3.7) 
u’ + c&l = t-lf, 
SUPP 24 c (7, n 
(3.8) 
where B is coercive in the usual way [6], and satisfies (3.1)6 , (3.2)s, and (3.3),; 
the space Y restricted to (7, 2’) becomes L2((~, T); Y); inequality (3.3) is equiv- 
alent, for functions with compact support in (7, TJ, to 
llLP-l, a F8v IIL2((n.T;“*) G 6 II v IlLe((,.T):“) + C(4 I! 52 IlL2((n,T);H) 
for every v EL2((q, T); V). 
In order to show (3.7), it suffices to solve (ZJ = J”-lu and g = $-It-y) 
v’ + J”-‘9y-“v = g, 
by observing that 
v EL2((rl, T), camp; 0 
(J*-19J1-8v, v) = (k%, v) + ([a, J”-‘IF--“v, v); 
solvability and uniqueness for this problem are obtained easily in a classical way. 
Therefore (3.7) and (3.6) are proved which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Now we give another version of Theorem 3.1 including regularity result with 
respect to t. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 6 be a real number >I, p < t+, , and k E N. If, in addition 
to the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, one has 
B(j) E Lm(l, lot; U( V, ) V,-,)) for j = 0, l,..., k 
tj#j) E 9(J1-8v, Jl-897 for j = 0, I,..., k, 
(3.9) 
then P is an isomorphismfrom {u 1 t%(j) E WUS8 , j = 0, I,..., k} onto 
{fl tjf(i) E Su,8 , j = 0, l,..., k}. 
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Note that if 6 = 1, assumptions (3.1), , (3.2), , and (3.3), are not needed. 
Proof. We prove this theorem by induction on k; it is already proved for 
k = 0 (Theorem (3.1). We give here the proof only for k = 1. 
We set 
At first we prove that P E Z’(X, Y) and there is C > 0 such that for every u E X 
(3.10) 
Let u E X; since u E wU,6 it follows from (3.9) that B’u E S’U+1,6, and since 
u’ E wU+1,6 and 
(Pu)’ = (P + 1)u’ + B’u 
we obtain Pu E Y. In order to get (3.10), we make use of (3.5) for u and u’, by 
by observing that 
u’ E ~U,lJ (P + 1)~’ = (Pu)’ - B’u; 
(Note that for P + I instead of P, p,, becomes p0 + 1 (see definition of EL0 (1.21)).) 
Thanks to (3.10) it remains only to prove that P(X) is dense in Y; in order to 
do this, we shall show that P(X) contains Com(l; V,-a) and that the latter is dense 
in Y. 
Let f be in Csm(l; V,+.) and u E wU the solution of Pu = f given by 
Theorem 1.1. From the uniqueness result, we know that u vanishes identically 
near 0; the problem is then reduced on (7, T) with 7 > 0, where B is nonsingular. 
By the argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and from classical regularity 
results we get 
u, u’ cL2(1, camp; V,), 
and hence u E X. 
It is easy to see that it suffices to prove the density result in the case S = 1. 
We shall make use of the Hahn-Banach theorem. Let u, u E V such that, for 
everyf E Com(l; V*) 
L(f) = (Yf, u>Y*xY + (tu+lf’, V)Y.xV = 0. (3.11) 
We shall prove thatL(f) = 0 for everyfE S2”, with tf’ E TU . In fact, it follows 
from (3.11) that (P+%) = tuu (therefore v(T) makes sense) and v(T) = 0. 
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Thanks to (2.6), if f E S,, with tf’ E ZYti , the functions (tu+lf ‘, o), (t”f, et), and 
(t”f, t-qP+lv)‘) = (Pf, ) u are integrable on I; therefore we get 
L(f) = j-‘(Pf, u) + (t”+lf’, v) dt = j-‘(d/dt)[t”+l(f, v)] dt = 0. 
0 0 
(We have used the facts that o(T) = 0 and that 4(t) = t"+l(f(t), e)(t)) vanishes 
at t = 0, since 4 and d/t are integrable on I.) 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete. 
4. MIXED REGULARITY RESULTS. EXAMPLE 
At first, we give in this section another result where the regularity with 
respect to t is linked to the one in V, spaces. For the sake of simplicity, we 
assume (3.1)6 , (3.2), , and (3.3), for all 6 > 1. 
We have 
THEOREM 4.1. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 (for all 6 > 1) 
cixv.4me 
B E C”([O, T], -Ep( V, , V&) fo1 all 6 2 1. (4-l) 
If~<~o,k~N,and60~2k+1,thenPisanisomorphismfrom 
{u 1 u(i) E ?9&,--2i , j = 0, l,..., k} 
onto {f If”’ E LTu,80-2j , j = 0, l,..., k). 
Proof. This theorem is proved by induction on k, it is true for k = 0 
(Theorem 3.1). We give here the proof only for k = 1. 
Let So > 3, we define 
y = if lfE%orr.botf’E~~,Bo-2). 
At first we observe that, thanks to (4.1), 
B’ E Y(L,V; V&r L,‘(1; V+s)), 
and since we have 
“w;,Q c L,vi V8,-1), 
qb2(1; v80-3) c ~u.8,2 9 
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we obtain 
B’ E -WGo 3 %.~,d. (4.2) 
By making use of (4.1) and (4.2), it follows from (Pu)’ = (P + 1)~’ + B’u, 
that P E 9(X, Y). 
We already know that P is injective (Theorem 1.1; it only remains to show 
that P is surjective from X onto Y. Before proving this fact, we need first of all 
to make the following observations. 
Thanks to (4.1) and (2.4) we have the embedding with dense image 
P(1; V) c v-. (4.3) 
By transposition we get 
?+--* CL2(1; V”) 
and therefore J-” E 2(V*, ‘II/‘); in particular it follows from the latter that we 
have 
if v E ~s+l,80 then tp+% E V’&2 . (4.4) 
Now, let f E Y and u E wU,80 the solution of Pu = f given by Theorem 3.1. 
We have u’ e 9U+1,60, and making use of (4.4) we can differentiate Pu = f and 
get t(u’)’ = f’ - (B + 1)~’ - B’u E 9’,,+1,60-2 (we have made use of (3.2),3 and 
(4.2)); therefore we obtain, by using (4.4) once more 
Since we have 
u’ E Kb+1+2 . (4.5) 
(P + I) u’ = f’ - B’u E 2Z+, 
we conclude from (4.5) by Theorem (3.1) (for P + I instead of P) that 
U’ E rjy;,6,-2 . (Note that pa becomes ,FL~ + 1, for P + I instead of P.) Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, if pLo > 0 then P is 
an automorphism of the space C@([O, T]; V,). 
Proof. Take p = 0 and K arbitrarily large in Theorem 4.1, and note that 
CV, Tl; VA = n I-W, T); VA, 
k>O 01 
where Hk is the usual Sobolev space. 
More generally we have 
Q.E.D. 
580/25/2-z 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, ;f k0 E N and 
B(0) + kI is an automorphism of V, for all k E N satisfying k > k, , k < -p,, , 
then P is an automorphism of the space 
{u E P([O, T], V,), u(j)(O) = 0, j = 0, I,..., k, - I}. 
Proof. At first note that for all k E N and u E P([O, T]; VW) 
P(tku) = tk(P + k)u; 
hence it suffices to prove this corollary for k, = 0. We assume now k, = 0. 
Let 1 EZ such that 
If 1 > 0 the desired result coincides with Corollary 4.1. We use an induction on 1. 
We assume the result is true for I + 1 and we prove it for I (Z < - 1). 
If u, f E P([O, T], Vm) we set 
u(t) = uo + tm, 
f N = fo + t&>, 
with u. , et, E V,,, and v, g E P([O, T], V,); equation Pu = f is equivalent to 
(4 B(O) ~0 = fo T 
(ii) (P + I)v = g + B(o) i B(t) u. . 
(4.6) 
Equation (4.6)(i) has a unique solution u. since B(0) is an automorphism of V, , 
therefore we can solve uniquely (4.6) (ii) (induction hypothesis). Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 and by making use of 
the Taylor expansion as in the proof of Corollary 4.2, we can find the kernel and 
the image of P in P([O, T], V,) by studying a system of finite number of time- 
independent equations in V, , involving B(0) + kI for k E N, k > -p. . 
Similar argument have been used in [4]. 
Remark 4.2. If B(t) is defined on (-T, T) and satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem 4.1 on (- T, T) instead of (0, T), we can similarly obtain solvability 
results for t(d/dt) + B(t) in Cm([- T, T]; V,). 
EXAMPLE. We now give a very simple example in order to interpret some 
results of this paper. 
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Let Q be a compact Riemannian P manifold without boundary, we denote by 
x the variable in Q and by d the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Q. We set 
v = Hl(L?) H = L2(Q) V” = H-l(Q), 
B(t) = P(l - A) + qt, x) 
with y E [w and h EL~((O, 7’) x Q). 
Assumtions (1.3), (1.4), (1.5), and (1.18) are satisfied (in fact we have decom- 
position (1.14) with o(t) = P/Z), and hence Theorem 1 .l can be used for the 
operator 
P = t(a/at) + t’(1 - A) + h(t, x). (4.7) 
In order to make use of our regularity results, we need more regularity on A; 
for the sake of simplicity let us assume now 
x E P([O, T] x A-2). 
Note that we have here 
PO=+” if y<O, 
p. = ini Re h(0, x) - 4 if y > 0, 
and, if y =-y 0, p0 is the smallest eigenvalue of -A + (Re h(0, X) - &) on Q. 
It is easy to see that for any y E iw the assumptions of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are 
satisfied. In order to make use of Theorem 4.1 and its corollaries we need to 
assume that y E N. 
We obtain in particular 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let P be defined by (4.7) with X E CE([O, T] x Q) and 
y E N - {0}, then P is an automorphism of C%([O, T] x 52) if and onZy if.for all 
XEQ 
--x(0, x) $ N. 
SimiZarZy, t(a/at) - A + (h + 1) is an automorphism of C”([O, T] Y Q) if 
only if no rzonnegative integer is an ea&mvalue of -A + (A + 1) in SJ. 
If y E N and y is even we can obtain similar results on [- T, T] x Q (Remark 
4.2). 
Remark 4.3. If y E N and h E P([O, T] x Q), Remark 4.1 can be used to 
determine the kernel and the image of P (defined by (4.7)) in C”([O, T] x Q). ,4s 
an example, let us consider the case y = 1 and assume that for all x E Qj 
-A(O, x) $ N - (0); we have 
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f~ Im P if and onZy if there edits ~a E Cm(Q) sllch that 
f(O, 4 = 40,x) %(4. (4.8) 
Then, for any such u,, satisfying (4.8) there is a unique u E Cm([O, T] x Sz) 
satisfying Pu = f and ~(0, x) = I&). 
In particular, (by taking f = tg) we find that the initial singular problem 
u = g E P([O, T] x q, 
has a unique solution in P([O, T] x Q) if and only if 
h(0, x) u&c) = 0. (4.9) 
Note that (4.8) implies that u,,(x) can be chosen arbitrarily if A(0, x) = 0 
(ordinary heat equation), and otherwise z+, must vanish where A(0, x) does not. 
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